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Preface
This is our 2nd edition of Yojana Jist released for the month of May, 2015 on Tourism
potential in India. Yet the message delivered in the last edition remains the same.
Yojana magazine (released by Ministry of I&B) is increasingly finding a place in the
questions of both UPSC Prelims and Mains.
Every Issue of Yojana deals with a single topic comprehensively sharing views from a
wide spectrum ranging from academicians to policy makers to scholars. The magazine is
essential to build an in-depth understanding of various socio-economic issues.
From the exam point of view, however, not all articles are important. Some go into
scholarly depths and others discuss agendas that are not relevant for your preparation.
Added to this is the difficulty of going through a large volume of information, facts and
analysis to finally extract their essence that may be useful for the exam.
We are not discouraging from reading the magazine itself. So, do not take this as a
document which you take read, remember and reproduce in the examination. Its only
purpose is to equip you with the right understanding. But, if you do not have enough
time to go through each and every Yojana magazine, you can rely on the content
provided here for it sums up the most essential points from all the articles in Yojana.
You need not put hours and hours in reading Yojana and making its notes in pages. We
believe a smart study, rather than hard study, of Yojana can improve your preparation
levels. Hence, instead of giving you a jist of articles, we are providing a Q&A format from
both Prelims and Mains that can make you understand – Ho to read Yoja a?
Think, learn, practice and keep improving! That is the key to success. 
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Introduction
abridged version of Yojana’s )ntro

The world is a book and those who do not travel only read only one page. This saying by St
Augustine truly reflects spirit of travel, and India as a vibrant country provides scores of reasons
for travellers across the world to choose her as their destination. Natural beauty, historical
monuments, heritage, vast diversity in terms of resplendent colors, culture, cuisine, pilgrimage
all have immense tourism potential. In the recent past even education and medical tourism,
adventure, rural and ecotourism have added newer dimensions to Indian travel industry. Not
just international, domestic tourism has also grown in leaps and bounds. As per the latest data
available, tourism in India has shown a phenomenal growth in the past decade contributing 6.8
per cent to lndia's GDP.
Tourism also serves as an important employment generator, source of foreign exchange and
economic growth. India has the tourism production in abundance. Tourism industry in any
ou tr ﬂourishes on the basis of competitiveness of facilities like infrastructure,
accommodation, transport, and recreation in which the Central and state government as well
as the local community plays a vital role.
The Government policies provide a framework to promote the sector. Vision of the government
is to achieve 1 per cent ITA (International Tourist Arrivals) by the end of 2016-17. Recent
introduction of Visa on Arrival to visitors from 44 countries across the globe with the aim to
extend to 106; ;aunch of mobile app for list of tour operators and classified hotels; emanagement of hospitality and tourism institutes are some of the steps in the right direction.
Schemes like SWADESH DARSHAN for development of theme based circuits; National Mission
on Pilgrimage rejuvenation and Augmentation drive (PRASAD) for improvement and
beautification of all pilgrimage sites of all faiths ensuring 145 domestic visits by the end of
2016-17. This apart, programs like Hunar se Rozgar Tak and Hunar Zaika have been launched
with the intention of generating employment.
Innovative and unconventional tourist places, promotions of destinations yet unexplored, holds
the key for successful entrepreneurship and sustenance of tourism in India.
With I dia s ideolog of Atithi De o Bha a tourist holds the status of a Guest and society
pla s the role of a host . “afet , se urit a d positi e i dset of the tourist as ell as the
community is significant in achieving the same.
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MAINS related Questions

1. Majority of the foreign patients visit India primarily to avail First World
“er ice at Third World cost . Explai the Be efits and challenges of
Medical Tourism in India.
The i here t ad a tage of the health are I dustr is the ai reaso for I dia s
emergence as preferred destination. Today, Indian healthcare is perceived to be
at par with global standards. Some of the top Indian hospitals and doctors have
strong international reputations. But the most important factor that drives
medical tourism to India is its low cost advantage.
The Main Benefits of Medical Tourism in India are as follows:





Foreign exchange earnings which add to the economic wealth of a nation
Creation of employment opportunities in the industry.
Strategic alliances with business partners within and outside the country
Opportunity for development of Infrastructure in Health, Tourism and
Travel.
 Scope for Research and Development to offer comprehensive medical
solutions.
 Brand image of nation as a world class healthcare destination.
The Main Challenges of Medical Tourism in India are as follows:
 No strong government support or initiatives to promote medical tourism.
 Low coordination between various players in the industry like airline
operators, hotels and hospitals
 Customer perception as an Unhygienic country
 Lack of uniform pricing policies across hospitals.
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 Middle men with little or no Knowledge and training to manage patient are
playing havoc.

It is high time to declare the Medical tourism as an Industry in India with Welldefi ed guideli es ith the goal to pro ide Wi i g E perie e isitors.
Other ise, this “u ‘ise I dustr
ith the pote tial to e o e o er
illio dollars a e d up as A Lost Opportu it that ot o l ields dire t
and indirect financial resources but also provide employment and is an
excellent tool to propagate the good will of our nation.
2. In the Recent Past Education and Medical Tourism, Adventure, Rural and
Ecotourism have added newer dimensions to Indian travel Industry.
Explain.
Tourism worldwide, serves as an important employment generator, source of
foreign exchange and Economic Growth. Not just International, Domestic Tourism
has also grown in leaps and bounds. Tourism in India has shown a phenomenal
gro th i the past de ade o tri uti g 6.8 % to I dia s GDP.‘i hl e do ed ith
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unique culture, nature, heritage, lively markets, traditional hospitality, India has
the tourism product in abundance.

Recent Introduction of visa on arrival to visitors from 44 countries across the
globe with the aim to extend it to another 106, launch of mobile app for list of
tour operators and classifieds hotels, e-management of tourism and hospitality
institutes are some of the steps in the right direction.
Schemes like SWADESH DARSHAN for development of theme based circuits,
National mission on pilgrimage rejuvenation and Augmentation Derive, PRASAD
for improvement and beautification of pilgrimage based sites of all faiths are
focused on ensuring 145 crore domestic visits by the end of 2016-17.This apart,
programmes like HUNAR SE ROZGAR TAK and HUNAR ZAIKA have been launched
with the intention of generating employment.
With I dia s ideolog of AtithiDe oBha , a tourist holds the status of Guest a d
so iet pla s the role of a Host . “afet , se urit a d positi e i d-set of the
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tourists as well as the host o
u ities are sig ifi a t pla ers i gi i g a
constructive direction to the phenomenon. The future of tourism in India is
certainly bright but we have a long road ahead.
3. The infrastructural dimension is the most necessary element for tourism
development. Explain with respect to Indian Infrastructure and Tourism.
The tourism phenomenon relies heavily on public utilities and Infrastructural
support. Tourism planning and development would not be possible without roads,
airports, harbours, electricity, sewage and potable water. The infrastructural
dimension is thus, a necessary element for tourism development and above
factors are all basic elements for attracting visitors to a destination. Generally
infrastructure has not been included in empirical works because it is expected to
be available at a destination and has not been promoted as an attraction factor.

INDIAN INFRASTRUCTURE AND TOURISM
Tourism infrastructure is the supply chain of transport, social and environmental
infrastructure collaborating at a regional level to create a destination including:
Transport Infrastructure which provides the visitor access from international and
domestic source markets to destinations and includes airports, major roads and
rail.
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Social Infrastructure which is the stock of rooms to accommodate visitors and
physical structures for exhibitions, events and services that attracts visitors.
Environmental Infrastructure which is the natural estate of national parks, marine
parks and reserves, including visitor facilities
Collaborative Infrastructurewhich is the network of regional, state and national
tourism organisations that market destinations and distribute tourism products
All attractions are meaningless if accessibility is not smooth. Indian planners will
have to understand this. The sooner, the better. Roads and Rails are not going to
ser e tourists alo e; I dia s e o o too ill get a ig oost if this is do e.

4. Like cricket and cinema, in tourism too . Crtically Analyze.
India is yet to realize its true potential of vitalizing the tourism assets to make a
significant contributionto the ou tr s e o o i de elop e t ith i lusi e
growth. According to the 12th pla do u e t, Touris has the pote tial to help
achieve the objectives of the twelfth plan for faster, more inclusive and
sustainable growth. More importantly, it is a powerful antidote to poverty. It
eliminates the disadvantage of market inaccessibility suffered by the poor in
respect of their goods and services by bringing the consumer to their doorstep.
The benefit of the tourism is that it can create economic activity in fragile, remote
areas with relatively poor infrastructure and generate local employment amongst
a wide spectrum of people with varying skill sets. This too has been mentioned in
the 12th plan document in detail with facilities for skill development at
i stitutio al le el. Gra ts ha e ee
ade a aila le u der the Hu ar “e ‘ozgar
scheme and a robust roll out of this would be a boon to add incremental value to
farm incomes.
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Any strategy requires appropriate organizational structure for effective
implementation. Unfortunately, this has not been happened in India. While the
relationship between the center and the state is clearly defined, the need to have
Tourism Councils at the district level has not been carried out with adequate
transparency. India is one of the few countries where there is no functional
structure with the induction of professionals on a contractual basis. Tourism
requires a strong coordination at inter-ministerial levels as the customer
experience is dependent on visas, air passage, health regulations, import
restrictions, which come under the jurisdiction of home, civil aviation, health,
finance, environment and commerce ministries.
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5. Discuss the Impact of Tourism on Environment.
The quality of the environment, both natural and man-made, is essential to
touris . Ho e er, touris s relatio ship ith the e iro e t is o ple . It
involves many activities that can have adverse environmental effects. The
negative impact of tourism development can gradually destroy the environmental
resources on which it depends. On the other hand, tourism has the potential to
create beneficial effects on the environment by contributing to environment
protection and conservation. It is a way to raise awareness of environmental
values and it can serve as a tool to finance protection of natural areas and
increase their economic importance.
Tourism not only contributes to climate change, but is affected by it as well.
Climate change is likely to increase the severity and frequency of storms and
severe weather events, which can have disastrous effects on tourism in the
affected regions. Some of the other impacts that the world risks as a result of
global warming are drought, diseases and heat waves.
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Eco-tourism needs to be promoted so that tourism in India helps in preserving
a d sustai i g the di ersit of the I dia s atural a d ultural e vironments.
Tourism in India should be developed in such a way that it accommodates and
entertains visitors in a way that is minimally intrusive or destructive to the
environment. Moreover, since tourism is a multi-dimensional activity and
basically a service industry, it would be necessary that all wings of the central and
state governments, private sector to attain sustainable growth of the country.
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Prelims related Qs

1. Consider the following statements regarding the vision document of
Tourism industry.
A. Achieve 1% of International tourist arrivals by end of 12th five year
plan(2016-2017)
B. Additional employment generation of 1.05 crore by end of 12th five year
plan(2016-2017)
C. More thematic circuits proposed under Swadesh Darshan and PRASAD.
Choose the incorrect statement/statements from the above given.
a)
b)
c)
d)

A only
A and C
A and B
None

2. Which of the following is the name of the single window interface portal
provided to the user agencies for the submission of proposals for
environment, Forest and wildlife clearances and facilitates management
in effective monitoring?
a) EF Clearance
b) E-Vana
c) OSMEFWC
d) E-Raksha
Explanation: A e ased portal a ed O li e su issio & Monitoring of
E iro e tal, Forests a d Wildlife Cleara e O“MEFWC has ee
ade
Operational to bring more transparency and accountability.
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3.The First coal based critical Thermal Power Project in Jammu & Kashmir(660
MW) first of its kind in the state will be a joint venture between Jammu and
Kashmir state power development corporation (JKSPDC) and
a)
b)
c)
d)

National Thermal Power Corporation
Vijjeswaram Thermal Power Corporation
Reliance power Industries
Haryana state thermal corporation

4. Consider the following statements regarding the types of VISA that is
offered by Indian Government to the tourists.
A. Student visa is granted to foreign nationals who wish to come to India to
study at an officially educational Institution like Vedic culture.
B. The Tourist visas cannot be granted for more than 6 months.
C. Transit visa is required when the visitor has to stay in India for less than 72
hours.
D. X (Entry) Visa is for people who do not exactly fall into any of the categories
stated by GOI.
Choose the correct statement/statements from the above given.
a)
b)
c)
d)

A and C
A, C and D.
A and B
None

The tourist visas can be granted for more than 6 months, depending on the
appli a t s atio alit . Ho e er, it is ot possi le to re ai i I dia for lo ger
than 6 months at a time on a Tourist visa.
5. Which of the following is the recently launched multi-purpose and Multiodel Platfor ai ed at addressi g co
o
a ’s grie a ces, a d
simultaneously monitoring and reviewing important programmes and
projects of GOI and as well as projects flagged by state governments?
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a)
b)
c)
d)

PRASAD
PRAGATI
SUNRISE
SWADESH

PRAGATI (Pro-Active Governance And Timely Implementation) is unique
Integrating and Interactive Platform.
6. Which of the follo i g is the False state e t regardi g the DoNER AT
DOOR“TEP ?
a) DoNER is a banking facility at door step in Northeast.
b) A new concept to Northeast people for redressal of their Grievances in
their local Community
c) It helps in the assessment of the development works related to their
ministries of Northeast.
d) It allows the people of Northeast to gain first-hand inputs from the local
communities.
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